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1. Introduction

Urethroplasty means plastic surgery of the urethra. Herein we are going to describe urethroplasty in terms of: diagnosis, indications, surgical techniques and definition of failure or success. A lot of issues related to urethroplasty remain to be defined, therefore we will clarify the debatable issues and highlight the last advances on urethroplasty.

There are two main causes which mandate urethroplasty; the first is the congenital anomalies with hypospadias being the most common, and the acquired anomalies with urethral stricture being the most common of them. Hypospadias is found commonly in newborn boys and it seen in approximately 8.2 per 1000 births. The goal of hypospadias reconstruction are to bring the meatus close to glans to allow the child to void standing, removing the chordee to allow for normal sexual intercourse and giving the phallus appearance of a normally circumcised penis when observed from distance. There are more than 200 named surgical procedure to correct hypospadias. Now a days tubularized incised plate (TIP) urethroplasty described by Snodgrass in 1994 is the most common procedure used for repair of hypospadias. The advantages of this technique include its simplicity, high success rate, low rate of complication and excellent cosmetic results. A lot of modifications were introduced on the TIP urethroplasty aiming to improve the success rate and to decrease fistula formation. We were from the firsts who published such modification regarding the use of double- layer dartos flap covering for urethra instead of the classic way of utilizing dorsal dartos flap (button hole maneuver).

The second cause of urethroplasty is the acquired anomalies. Strictures of urethra is of much clinical important than hypospadias, because it bothers the patients more, unfortunately the results of surgery is not promising as that of hypospadias. The term “urethral stricture” refer to anterior urethral disease or scaring process involving the spongy erectile tissue of the corpus spongiosum (spongiofibrosis). According to World Health Organization posterior urethral stricture are not included in the common definition of urethral stricture.
and the term stricture is limited to the anterior urethra. Urethral disruption injuries typically occur in conjunction with multisystem trauma from vehicular accident, falls, or industrial accident. Because the posterior urethra is fixed at both the urogenital diaphragm and the puboprostatic ligaments, the bulbomembranous junction is more vulnerable to injury during pelvic fractures. When the fracture occur the two separated ends fill with scar tissue, resulting in a complete lack of urethral continuity. The location of urethral strictures was classified as penile(including navicularis fossa), bulbar or posterior (excluding bladder neck contractures). While posterior urethral strictures were commonly caused by traumatic disruption distinctly different from etiology compared to that of anterior strictures disease, recurrence was monitored with the same procedure used for surveillance of anterior urethral reconstruction.

The Urethral disruption is heralded by the triad of blood at the meatus, inability to urinate, and palpably full bladder. When blood at the urethral meatus is discovered, an immediate retrograde urethrogram should be performed to rule out urethral injury. When urethral stricture is diagnosed immediate suprapubic tube placement remains the standard of care. While the diagnosis of hypospadias needs no radiologic tests, diagnosis of urethral stricture is a matter of discussion. The most common primary diagnostic tests are uroflowmetry (56%), urethrography (51%) and cystourethroscopy (21%). Definition of recurrence of stricture or failure of surgery is also a questionable issue. In 75% of papers regarding urethroplasty, recurrence was defined as the need for additional surgical procedure and in 52% as the need for additional urethral dilation.

The treatment of urethral strictures is divided in two groups; endoscopic and open surgery. The endoscopic treatment such as direct-vision internal urethrotomy are the best reserved for selected short urethral stricture. However when the defects are 1 cm or longer or when a significant corpus spongiosfibrosis is present, endoscopic procedure such as cutting through the pelvic scar “cut-to-light” are ineffective. Despite the popularity of this procedure the failure rate after initial urethrotomy is reported to be at least 50%. The failure rate after the second urethrotomy is considered much higher and can be as high as 100%. Therefore there has been continuing discussion about the most appropriate use of urethrotomy, dilation, stenting, and intermittent self dilation. Question have also surfaced about the best technique for urethrotomy. There is no compelling evidence in the literature that any particular form of urethrotomy is more effective than another, whether using a cold knife or laser.

The second treatment option is open surgical reconstruction. There are two kinds of open surgical techniques used for urethroplasty; anastomotic urethroplasty and substitution urethroplasty. Anastomotic urethroplasty involves excision of the strictures and primary anastomosis of urethral ends. Open posterior urethroplasty through a perineal anastomotic approach is the treatment of choice for the most urethral distraction injuries because it definitely cure the patient without the need for multiple procedure. Care must be taken to carefully and meticulously excise all fibrotic tissue from the proximal urethra margin until at least a 28 french bougie passes without resistance. Free tension end to end anastomosis is the procedure of choice when the scar is 1.5-2 cm long and this is highly successful procedure in more than 95% of cases. Urethroplasty remains the gold standard for the management of urethral stricture offering the lowest rate of stricture recurrence and in some circumstance the most cost-effective compared to repeat dilation or endoscopic incision. The limiting factors with anastomotic urethroplasty is the strictures length, in particular the length of component distal to bulbopenile junction. Anastomatic procedure in the bulbar
urethra resulted in a significant impairment of erectile function initially which improved in the majority of cases with a low of long term erectile dysfunction. The second kind of urethroplasty is substitution urethroplasty. Recent advances in tissue graft sources and the introduction of tissue sealants improve surgical outcomes and minimize patients morbidity by decreasing the number of surgical procedures and the potential disfigurement related to graft site morbidity. Substitution urethroplasty can be performed as a one-stage procedure via an augmented anastomotic procedure, patch substitution (onlay procedure) or a circumferential patch, or two-stage procedure which involves the formation of a roof strip followed by second stage tubularization. It has been shown that the efficacy of both grafts and flaps was identical, but there was a much higher morbidity with penile skin flaps which were also more complex with higher morbidity. The graft which has been used included scrotal skin, oral mucosa, extragenital skin, bladder mucosa, and colonic mucosa. The success rate at average follow-up of 53 months was reported to be 60% for augmented anastomotic repair and 80% for onlay procedure. In conclusion urethroplasty especially in patients with urethral stricture required the urologist to be aware of the techniques which offer the patient the best success. Therefore different considerations have to be taken into account like length, location, anatomy and etiology of stricture. In comparison to reconstruction of urethral stricture, urethroplasty done due to hypospadias seems to be less complicated with high success rate at long term follow-up.

2. Urethral stricture

The bulbous urethra is eccentrically placed in relation to urethra to the corpus spongiosum and much closer to the dorsum of the penile structures. As one moves distally, the pendulous or penile urethra becomes more centrally placed within the corpus spongiosum. Any process that injuries the urethral epithelium or the underlining corpus spongiosum to the point that healing results in a scar an anterior urethral stricture. Today, most urethral stricture are the results of trauma (usually straddle trauma). Inflammatory strictures associated with gonorrhea were the most commonly seen in the past and are less common now due to the effective antibiotic treatment. The place of Chlamydia and Ureaplasma urealyticum (non-specific urethritis) in the development of anterior urethral stricture is not clear. To date, no clear association between nonspecific urethritis and the development of anterior urethral stricture has been established. Congenital stricture is used by some to define a stricture for which there is no identifiable cause. We propose, however to define a stricture as congenital only if it is not an inflammatory stricture, it is a short-length stricture and it is not associated with history of or potential for urethral trauma. And it is the rarest encountered. The location of urethral stricture was classified as penile (including navicularis fossa), bulbar or posterior(excluding bladder neck contracture). According to world health organization posterior urethral stricture are not included in the common definition of urethral stricture and the term stricture is limited to the anterior urethra. Posterior urethral stricture commonly caused by traumatic disruption in contrast to that of anterior stricture. Beside urethral stricture, congenital anomalies of urethra mandate reconstructive surgery for urethra. Hypospadias is the most common of these causes. Although the definite cause of hypospadias is still undefined, the management of these patients is the same regardless to etiologies or kinds of hypospadias. There are many classification systems for hypospadias depending on the location of the meatus; coronal, subcoronal, midshaft and penoscrotal hypospadias. Hypospadias is seen in approximately 8.2 per 1000 birth [1]. There are more
than 200 named surgical procedures for correction of hypospadias with a few common general concept. The aim of hypospadias reconstruction are to achieve an excellent cosmetic result of the penis and to remove chordee to allow for normal sexual intercourse. Tubularized incised plate (TIP) urethroplasty has gained widespread acceptance for repairing hypospadias and has become the therapy of choice for many kinds of hypospadias [2,3,4,5,6]. Tubularized incised urethroplasty was introduced by Snodgrass in 1994, for coronal and subcoronal (distal) cases of hypospadias [3]. Latter on a lot of papers tested the validity of this technique for more complicated hypospadias i.e midshaft and penoscrotal hypospadias and we were from those who claimed such validity [7]. The superiority of TIP urethroplasty technique comes from few key points, midline incision by which the urethral plate is widened to create tension free neourethra, subcutaneous flap which reinforced the neourethra and decrease incidence of fistula (Figure 1 a,b,c,d).
The most common complication seen in hypospadias correction is urethrocutaneous fistula [8,9,10,11]. The rate of fistula was reported to be 3.5% in the present series [12,13]. Several modifications have been introduced on TIP urethroplasty to decrease the rate of fistula, especially regarding the usage of the dorsal dartos flap and we are from the first who applied this novel modification [6,14] (Figure 1). We introduced the usage of double layers dartos flap for the neourethra instead of one layer covering (Figure 1). There were different techniques concerning one layer covering. Retik and Borer described covering the neourethra with an asymmetric rotational subcutaneous dartos tissue flap [15], Yerkes et al used a Y-to-I warp spongiosum for neourethra reinforcement [16]. Sozubir and Snodgrass [17] also used a dorsal dartos pedicle flap obtained from dorsal prepuce with buttonhole maneuver transposition of flap.

Urethral stricture differed from hypospadias in terms of: etiology, diagnosis, management, success rate and postoperative follow up. The etiology of hypospadias is congenital, however in urethral stricture, wide range of causes are present, traumatic, infectious and congenital cause as we mentioned before. While the physical examination is enough to diagnose hypospadias, the diagnosis of urethral stricture is not so much simple (we will discuss this issue in the coming sections). The surgical management of hypospadias is more simple and lead to more success in comparison to urethroplasty done due to urethral stricture. We will discuss in detail the surgical treatment of urethral stricture.

Urethral stricture refer to anterior urethral disease scarring process involving the spongy erectile tissue of the corpus spongiosum. According to world health organization posterior urethral stricture are not included in the common definition of urethral stricture and the term stricture is limited to the anterior urethra. Because the posterior urethra is fixed at both the urogenital diaphragm and the puboprostatic ligaments, the bulbo membranous junction is more vulnerable to injury during pelvic fracture. In children, injuries are more likely to extend proximally to the bladder because of the rudimentary nature of the prostate.

Diagnosis of urethral stricture begins by physical examination, the triad of blood at urethral meatus, inability to urinate, and palpably full bladder. Urethral disruption is often first detected when urethral catheter cannot be placed or when it is misplaced into pelvic hematoma. Females with urethral injuries presents with vulvar edema and blood at the vaginal introitus, thus indicating the need for careful vaginal examination in all female patients with pelvic fracture. Retrograde Urethrography (RGU) should be done when the blood at urethral meatus is discovered. Small-bore urethral catheter (16 French) is placed un lubricated 1 cm into the fossa navicularis and the balloon is filled with 1 cm of water or Brodney clamp or rolled gauze bandage can be used to provide penile traction. Regarding the usage of local anesthetic jel during retrograde urethrography, recently we published study regarding the usage lidocaine and we concluded that although usage of local anesthetic jel may lead to statistically significant dilatation of urethral diameter, clinically no false negative results in the diagnosis of urethral stricture were observed. [18]. Patients should be placed in an oblique or lateral decubitus position, and it is preferable to perform the study under fluorography, 28 ml of contrast material is injected gently by a 60-ml catheter-tip syringe and the film is taking during injection. The sensitivity and specificity to identify stricture by RGU are 67% to 100% and 93% to 97% with positive and negative predictive values of 50% and 97% to 100% respectively for anterior urethral stricture 3 to 5 cm long [19]. Limitation of RUG and VCUG include readily available fluoroscopic equipment and radiation exposure(1.1 mSV average for VCUG ie equivalent to approximately 11 chest x-rays [20]. Antegrade urethrography can be performed through suprapubic tube placed
after reconstruction. The initial management after the immediate diagnosis of urethral trauma is suprapubic catheter. The preoperative evaluation of urethral stricture before reconstructive procedure is planned, are imaging studies are necessary to delineate the characteristics of urethral stricture defect. A cystogram and retrograde urethrogram should be obtained simultaneously. Besides these mains method of diagnosis a lot of methods can help in detecting urethral stricture; voiding symptoms and questionnaires described in the clinical history of the patient is the most basic and essential screening procedure to detect stricture. Multiple studies have evaluated the correlation between the AUA-SS and the presence of urethral stricture. The AUA-SS has been inversely correlated with urethral diameters by retrograde urethrogram and flow rates by uroflowmetry [21]. Morey et al demonstrated significant improvement in AUA-SS after successful urethroplasty that correlated with radiographic evidence of a patent urethra by retrograde urethrogram in 41 of 50 patients [22]. Urine culture/ urinary tract infection occurred due to increased post-void residual (PVR) and urinary stasis in patients with stricture. Urinary tract infection (UTI) is a common complication immediately after urethroplasty at reported rate of 6% [23]. To our knowledge no study has correlated postoperative UTI with stricture recurrence. Further studies are needed to determine the usefulness of urine culture as screening methods and the correlation between symptomatic UTI and stricture recurrence. Ultrasound PVR measurement is noninvasive technique that provide objective measurement of bladder emptying [24]. One may predict that high PVR volume would predict stricture. Unfortunately sonographic measurement are often user dependent with high interest variability [25] and up to two-third of patients may demonstrate daily variability in PVR of greater than 600m [26]. Uroflowmetry is one of the most used measures to evaluate stricture. It is easily performed noninvasive and may allow quantitative data regarding voiding patterns [27]. Similar to ultrasound PVR, flow rates may be affected by operator error, benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH), lower urinary tract symptom, bladder dysfunction and variation in bladder capacity [28]. Further limitation of uroflowmetry include the needed for a minimum voided volume of 125 to 150 ml to reach a voided flow rate that reliably predicts an abnormality. Urethral ultrasound is relatively new technique for the evaluation of urethral stricture disease. First described by the McAninch et al in 1988 [29], urethral ultrasound(UU) to identify stricture has a reported sensitivity of 66% to 100%, specificity of 97% to 98%, and positive and negative predictive values of 50% to 80% and 96% to 98% respectively for anterior stricture 3 to 5 cm long. The usefulness of UU is limited by stricture location as it is more sensitive to stricture in the penile urethra than in bulbar portion [30]. It is also user dependency and the semi-invasive nature of the procedure often requiring local or general anesthesia for full urethra distention. It is benefit it can give three dimensional information about the stricture location and length. Magnetic resonance (MR) urethrography is a promising tool for defining male urethral strictures. It has comparable results with the combined RUG and SUG in diagnosing the anterior and posterior urethral strictures as regard the site and extension and degree of spongiosis but MR is superior in diagnosis of associated pathologies with stricture as it can provide extra-guidance for treatment planning that cannot be obtained with RUG [31,32].

In one of the most large systematic review for the diagnosis for recurrence stricture recurrence after urethroplasty conducted by Meeks et al [33] in their analysis of urethroplasty publication since 2000 found urethroplasty outcomes was determined by up to eight different diagnostics tests. The most common were uroflowmetry 56%,and retrograde urethrogramy 51%. Cystourethrography was used in 25% of patients. Recurrence of
stricture was defined as the need for an additional surgical procedure or dilatation in 75% and 52% of articles respectively. Clearly standardization is required and the methods used to determine stricture recurrence after urethroplasty remain widely variable. There are many objective and subjective procedures to evaluate for stricture recurrence. Standardization of a surveillance protocol after urethroplasty is needed to more effectively compare outcomes among institutions.

In our opinion both objective and subjective patients satisfaction outcomes should be evaluated. Objective measures should be ideally involve urethrography or cystourethroscopy, flow rate is a poor indicator of urethral lumen diameters and a significant impact on flow rate is not observed until the urethral diameters is below 11F.

3. Treatment of urethral stricture; Endoscopic or open surgery?

3.1 Endoscopic management

The management of urethral stricture disease in adult males has a wide range of possible therapeutics treatments. Urethral stricture are often treated with urethrotomy most commonly direct vision internal urethroto my (DVII) [34,35]. The popularity of this procedure has been attributed to the ease of performance, a perceived low complication rate and the fact that many north American urologists don not perform open urethroplasty so they may be forced to perform repeat urethrotomy[34,36]. The failure after initial urethrotomy is reported to be 50% [37,38]. The failure after second urethrotomy is considered much higher and can be as high as 100% [35,37,38]. Santucci R et al [39] performed retrospective review of more than 100 patients as a first study in north America, to evaluate the stricture free rate not only after single urethrotomy but after 2 through 5 procedure. He concluded that urethrotomy is a popular treatment for male urethral stricture. However the performance characteristics are poor. The Success rates after 1 urethrotomy was a mere 8% and after multiple urethroplasties was close to 0%. Because urethroplasty has long-term success rate ranging from 75-100, increased use of this more effective treatment may be warranted[40]. Urethrotomy should be reserved as a temporizing measure for poor surgical candidates until further reconstruction can be planned and executed. The majority of the base evidence base for the management of urethral strictures dos not reach level 1 according to the oxford classification. With the rarity of significantly powered randomized controlled trials, we have to look to observational studies and expert opinion for guidance. In recent years there has been continuing discussion about the most appropriate use of urethrotomy, dilatation, stenting and intermittent self dilatation. We believe that self intermittent dilatation may be beneficial at least in prolonging the period between urethrotomies. There is no compelling evidence in literature that any particular from of urethrotomy is more effective than another, whether using a cold knife or laser. Heyns et al looked at whether repeated dilatation or urethrotomy was useful and noted that after single treatment 70% would be stricture free at three months, 35-40% would be remain stricture free at 24 months, but not at 48 months. A third treatment was of no benefit at all [41].

Successful out comes from urethrotomy or dilatation requires adequate vascularity within the under lining corpus spongiosum and is more likely to be successful in the bulbar urethra. Whilstet al [42] found up to two internal urethrotomy did not affect the outcomes or likelihood of subsequent anastomotic urethroplasty in patients with posterior injuries. For the anterior urethra using cox hazards regression analysis, failed internal urethrotomy
has been found to conform increased risk of failure for consequent urethroplasty [43]. Morey concluded that careful preoperative evaluation should be undertaken prior to internal urethrotomy and a patient should not need to have failed minimally invasive therapy prior to being considered for urethroplasty [44]. The current evidence suggests that the success is dependent upon stricture position, cause and length with success decline as the length of the stricture increases as clearly demonstrated by heyns et al [41]. Altaf et al reported that one attempt at direct vision internal urethrotomy can be considered in the most bulbular stricture, unless they are complicated. For example by previous open surgery or fistulae, whilst a primary urethroplasty may be more appropriate in penile stricture [45]. This algorithm of considering an initial urethrotomy has been also been reiterated by Wessells to be the most cost effective [46]. Injection of triamcinolone (antifibroblast and anticollagen properties) was submucosally in 25 patients undergoing urethroplasty, reduced recurrence rates to 21.7% as compared to 50% in a control group at one year [47]. All the patients had stricture less than 1.5 cm and the author randomized the treatment with no mention of blinding.

Stents were introduced a number of years ago but unfortunately have not stayed the test of time since they have been clearly shown to be associated with complications [48]. Particularly if they are inserted as management of the a failed urethroplasty following a urethral distraction injuries [49]. Failure of a permanently implanted urethral stent represents a significant therapeutic challenge which often leads to difficult substitution procedure with consequent limitation of the success of the procedure [49,50]. Therefore usage of stent should be limited to exceptional cases i.e difficult recalcitrant posterior urethral stenosis [51].

### 3.2 Open surgical techniques

The second treatment option is open surgical techniques or urethroplasty. Urethroplasty remain the most effective therapy for the management of most cases of anterior urethral stricture. Anastomotic urethroplasty involves excision of the stricture and the primary anastomosis of urethral ends. Traditionally strictures up to 3 cm have been considered as suitable for primary anastomosis. The limiting factors with anastomotic urethroplasty is the stricture length, in particular the length of the component distal to the bulbopenile junction. Open posterior urethroplasty through a perineal anastomotic approach is the treatment of choice for the most urethral distraction injuries because it definitely cure the patients without the need for multiple surgeries. One must be caution of the risk of penile curvature and shortening, so mobilization of the urethra must not encroach upon the penile urethra. For bulb stricture, by freeing up the urethra from the corpora and separating the two corpora another few centimeters may be gained in length depending on the individual circumstances. If the anastomotic urethroplasty is possible it is the procedure of choice having a success rate of approximately 90% at the intermediate follow-up [52,53]. In the patients with a 2-5 cm stricture undergoing an anastomotic procedure the risk erectile dysfunction is increased [54]. A prospective study of erectile function posturethroplasty showed anastomotic procedure in the bulbar urethra resulted in a significant impairment of erectile function initially which improved in the majority of cases. With low risk of long-term [55].

Substitution urethroplasty; this technique can be performed as one stage procedure via an augmented anastomotic procedure, (patch substitution onlay procedure) or a circumferential patch, or two stage procedure which involves the formation of a roof strip followed by second-stage tubularization. Balbagli and colleagues [56] reported their results in using
dorsal onlay graft urethroplasty and reported a series of 38 patients in which 65.8% were considered successful over a mean follow up of 111 months. The majority of the recurrence in this study occurred in the first year. Certainly in the long term follow up it is clear that the recurrence rate after a substitution is far worse than many would otherwise have considered likely based on the existing literature, with a reported rate of 42% at 15 years for substitution procedure and 14% for anastomotic procedure [57]. Barbagli et al [53] analyzed a cohort of 375 patients who underwent one of the three different one –stage procedure for bulbular strictures. He found that at an average follow up of 53 months the success rate for anastomotic urethroplasty was 90.9% and the augmented anastomotic repair was 60% and the onlay procedure was 80%. The Asopa technique, involving dorsal placement of a buccal mucosal graft via a ventral approach, has also been evaluated with 87% success rate at mean follow up of 42 months [58]. Another group found better success rate when applying a dorsal lingual mucosal graft via a ventral urethrotomy approach than a conventional barbagli approach of urethral mobilization [59]. However the preoperative characteristics of the patients in the group that underwent the balbagli approach include patients with higher proportion of patients with pan-urethral disease and balanitis Xerotica obliterans /infective causes potentially confounding interpretation of the results. Kulkarni et al have interestingly described better success rat with a one two stage oral mucosal urethroplasty 91 vs 73% respectively for penile stricture associated with lichen sclerosis [60]. However the number of the cases was low 8 and 15 respectively also the follow up period was short thus its difficult to draw any definite conclusion. Recently Kulkarni et al [61] have described the use of the one-sided anterior urethroplasry utilizing oral mucosa to preserve the lateral vascular supply to the urethra. Of 24 patients 92% had a successful outcomes at the mean of 22 months follow up. However the preservation of the lateral vascular supply of the urethra is of clinical values or not is still under debate. Barbagli et al [62] described a step to spare the bulbospongious nerves and muscles when gaining access for urethroplasty in series of sex patients. In all sex patients no evidence of stricture recurrence was noted at 12 months.

Type of the grafts which have been used include scrotal skin [63], extragenital skin [64] and bladder mucosa [65]. In contemporary practice genital skin or oral mucosa are the most used, although there is interest in the future for tissue engineering [66]. Genital skin is flap are particularly useful when dealing with stricture in the penile urethra when an onlay flap of penile skin can be particularly helpful. Oral mucosa was first described in 1941 by Humby and Higgins [67]. This mucosa is used to being wet and is resilient to skin diseases such as lichen sclerosis and has a privileged immunology. Barbagli et al [68] in their retrospective review of 350 patients undergoing oral mucosa harvest from a single check showed the majority of patients had no pain 85.2% or major complication. Mathur et al [69] described the successful use of the tunica albugina from the corpora for the urethroplasty with re-operation rate of 9.2% at 3 years in 206 patients . In 36 cases ranging between 10 and 20 cm in length, Xu et al [70] described success rates of 85.7% at a mean of 53.6 months using colonic mucosa . Similarly Munday and Andrich [71] described the use of grafts from the stomach, ileum and colon in complex patients with bulbomembranous strictures showing some success in otherwise unsalvageable cases. Tissue-engineering grafts of urethra offers a promising alternative to current grafts and minimize the risk of donor site morbidity [72]. A cellular grafts have undergone clinical assessment with mixed results [73,74]. Contemporary work is concentrated upon developing a cellular tissue engineered graft and Li et al [75] have shown a reduced inflammatory response and no recurrence of stricture up to 6 months in a rabbit model. Lu at al [76] have reported on the in-vitro success
of culturing urothelial cells on a cellular bladder matrix making the cellular graft histologically like urothelium.

In the future and in order to aid the decision-making process for the managements of stricture disease, randomized controlled studies (RCT) should be conducted [77,78]. Most of the current evidence comes from observational studies and due to the low qualities of cases available for RCT selection numbers are often increased by widening the inclusion criteria and thus comparing cases of different causes, locations and strictures size. It is clear that a more homogenous patients selection may guide clinical decisions better. Many factors have been found to affect urethroplasty outcomes and should thus be accounted for preoperatively [43,79]. Moreover, it must be noted that although evidence may support one technique over another, the situation during urethroplasty requires a dynamics assessment and adoption of an achievable procedure leading to patient-centered success.

4. Conclusion
The plastic surgery of urethra include wide range of indications, operative techniques and outcomes. Urethroplasty done due to hypospadias is of more success rates in comparison to urethroplasty done due to urethral strictures. The surgeons have consensus on the preferable technique for hypospadias repair, however the situation is not similar regarding the management of urethral strictures. The contemporary evidence for the management of urethral strictures provides a practice-based algorithm which a reconstructive urologist may utilize when dealing with strictures based on location, length, anatomy and etiology. Moreover every case is unique and often different consideration have to be taken into account in carrying out surgery, with urologist being aware of the entire armamentarium of techniques and needing to use them to provide the best result for each patient. Therefore we believe that there is a need for a multi-center international database with outcomes standardization to adequately develop higher levels of comparative evidence. The development of validate patient-reported outcome measures is going to be very important in achieving this goal.
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Urethral reconstructive surgery has always been a challenging part for urologists since the dawn of our specialty. In this book leading experts in lower urinary reconstructions from all over the world present their views and experience in that field, together with practical tips and tricks. The book is an excellent source of information for those who are already dealing with urethral surgery, and also an invaluable companion for urologists in training or those who want to dedicate themselves to this great sub-specialty. This book is an excellent reference guide and companion on the way to operating and consulting room, or when writing an article and reviewing the current practices. The abundance of methods and continuing development of new approaches to the problem prove the complexity of it.
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